
into the deep[ ]
Over all notes for week 3. 

How many images were you able to make this week?

What topics did you explore?

What caught your eye this week about your work?

What did you like? Why?

What didn't work for you? Why?



into the deep[ ]
cont. 
What's frustrating you this week? (Not enough time, not inspired, overwhelm, comparing? 
nothing was working out?)

What inspired you this week? (ie: either in the act of creating your work, something 
happening in your life, an interaction with another, the light on the wall or another person's
project inspired you?)

Any other notes about this weeks photographs?

How were you able to carve out time this week to create your work? Did it work for you? 
Were there challenges? What can you do next time to continue making work in a way that 
works with your schedule and commitments?

Any notes on what to explore next week:



into the deep[ ]
New ways into the Deep

1. Mind mapping

What did you like about this process?

What frustrated you?

Did you try anything from your mind map and how did that go?

Would you do this process again?

2. The Gallery Date.

Where did you go and what did you see that inspired you? Was there anything that 
expanded how you view your own project? How and why? 



into the deep[ ]
cont. 
3. The Library.

What sections did you visit?

What artists inspired you and why?

What other topics caught your eye? Why?

Was there anything new that you found inspiring?

4. The Photo Walk.

When and where did you go on your photo walk? ( what day, what time, what place )



into the deep[ ]
cont. 
How long did you go and what was your experience? What did you notice, feel,
ponder, photograph.

What struck you about this process. Would you use this tool again? Why yes or why no?

5. Finding the Essence through a single word.

What word camer up for you after going through this process. Explain what it is about this 
word that resonated so well for you and your project.

How did you incorporate this into your work? Did you find objects at thrifts stores? Make 
something? Write something? Ponder or journal something? 

What did you like about this process and what frustrated you?

6. What was the process that resonated with you the most and why? What did you learn over all 
through trying each of these deepening tools? Are there other tools that work better for you that 
you'd like to share with the group?




